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Abstract. We investigate the relative role of volcanic erup-
tions, El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and the quasi-
biennial oscillation (QBO) in the quasi-decadal signal in the
tropical stratosphere with regard to temperature and ozone
commonly attributed to the 11 yr solar cycle. For this pur-
pose, we perform transient simulations with the Whole At-
mosphere Community Climate Model forced from 1960 to
2004 with an 11 yr solar cycle in irradiance and different
combinations of other forcings. An improved multiple linear
regression technique is used to diagnose the 11 yr solar sig-
nal in the simulations. One set of simulations includes all ob-
served forcings, and is thereby aimed at closely reproducing
observations. Three idealized sets exclude ENSO variability,
volcanic aerosol forcing, and QBO in tropical stratospheric
winds, respectively. Differences in the derived solar response
in the tropical stratosphere in the four sets quantify the im-
pact of ENSO, volcanic events and the QBO in attributing
quasi-decadal changes to the solar cycle in the model simu-
lations. The novel regression approach shows that most of
the apparent solar-induced lower-stratospheric temperature
and ozone increase diagnosed in the simulations with all ob-
served forcings is due to two major volcanic eruptions (i.e.,
El Chichón in 1982 and Mt. Pinatubo in 1991). This is caused
by the alignment of these eruptions with periods of high so-
lar activity. While it is feasible to detect a robust solar signal
in the middle and upper tropical stratosphere, this is not the
case in the tropical lower stratosphere, at least in a 45 yr sim-
ulation. The present results suggest that in the tropical lower
stratosphere, the portion of decadal variability that can be
unambiguously linked to the solar cycle may be smaller than
previously thought.

1 Introduction

The Sun–climate connection is a topic of high relevance
since solar variability is one source of natural variability
in the climate system. The 11 yr solar cycle is a well-
documented mode of variation of solar activity. To date, ob-
servations have shown decadal variations in the climate sys-
tem that are commonly attributed to the 11 yr solar cycle
(see review byGray et al., 2010). A well-established decadal
variability can be found in reanalysis data of stratospheric
temperature (Crooks and Gray, 2005). An extended reanal-
ysis data set from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts seems to confirm this pattern (Frame
and Gray, 2010). A similar variability has also been found
in stratospheric ozone in three independent satellite data
sets (Soukharev and Hood, 2006).

In the tropical stratospheric domain (25◦ N–25◦ S), these
studies show that zonal mean temperature and ozone vary
in phase with solar activity (i.e., a warming and an ozone
increase are found during peaks in solar activity). The verti-
cal structure of the observed positive response is composed
of a double peak, with maxima in the upper stratosphere
at 1–3 hPa and tropical lower stratosphere (hereafter TLS)
at 50–70 hPa, along with a minimum response in the mid-
dle stratosphere at 10–20 hPa (e.g., see Fig. 1 inFrame and
Gray, 2010, for temperature, and Fig. 5 inSoukharev and
Hood(2006)). While the upper stratospheric peak is well es-
tablished and in agreement with theoretical expectations, the
structure of the signal in the middle stratosphere and TLS
is more uncertain, and far less understood. It has been sug-
gested that a solar cycle modulation of tropical upwelling
may be the dynamical mechanism originating the response in
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Fig. 1. Time series of the simulated seasonal mean temperature anomalies at 50 hPa, averaged over the tropics

[25◦N-25◦S] in the reference “all forcings” set. Units K
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Fig. 2. Lag correlation between the tropical average [25◦N-25◦S] prewhitened seasonal mean temperature from

the “all forcings” case and the UV radiation index. Positivelags mean that UV predictor leads temperature

changes. Solid contours and red colors denote positive correlations, while dashed contours and blue colors

indicate negative correlations. Contours are drawn every 0.04.
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Figure 1. Time series of the simulated seasonal mean temperature
anomalies at 50 hPa, averaged over the tropics [25◦ N–25◦ S] in the
reference “all forcings” set. Unit: K.

the TLS in ozone (Hood, 1997; Hood and Soukharev, 2003)
and temperature (Kodera and Kuroda, 2002). However, this
mechanism is linked to changes in wave driving of extrat-
ropical circulation, and it is mainly operative in the winter
stratosphere, where the strong variability therein makes the
detection of such changes extremely challenging.

Chiodo et al.(2012) reported good agreement in the sim-
ulated vertical profile of the solar signal from the Whole
Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM), ver-
sion 3.5, and observations. WACCM3.5 is a general circu-
lation model with a well-resolved stratosphere and inter-
active chemistry. Reasonable agreement was also found in
other models of similar characteristics (Austin et al., 2008;
Schmidt et al., 2010). However, the ability of the models
in reproducing the signal in the TLS appears to depend on
the boundary conditions, and the elements necessary to re-
produce such a signal are model dependent. For this reason,
the role of additional sources of variability (e.g., El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), or quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO) in those models that assimilate it) in the tropical
lower-stratospheric solar signal is far from being understood.
The detection of solar signals is also difficult considering
their relatively small amplitude compared with other sources
of variability. This is especially true in the TLS, where a sub-
stantial portion of interannual variability is controlled by the
QBO in both ozone (Randel and Wu, 2007) and tempera-
ture (Randel et al., 2009b). Another important driver for in-
terannual variability in the TLS is ENSO (Calvo-Fernández
et al., 2004; Randel et al., 2009a). Volcanic eruptions also
lead to strong temperature and ozone changes in this region,
where decreases of 5–10 % in ozone and a warming of more
than 1 K after the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991 were re-
ported (Randel et al., 1995).

Solar signals in observations and transient simulations are
usually quantified with multiple linear regression (MLR)
models that include a linear trend term, and proxies for
ENSO, QBO, and volcanic eruptions. Unambiguous attribu-

tion using a MLR model requires the predictors to be or-
thogonal (i.e., that they are not cross correlated) and predic-
tand time series to be serially uncorrelated. However, serial
correlation in temperature and ozone exists within seasonal
timescales (Tiao et al., 1990). Additionally, cross correlations
between proxies may arise during certain epochs. This is the
case for the QBO, which is characterized as the vertical pro-
file of the equatorial zonal mean zonal wind. The zonal wind
in the tropical stratosphere can potentially be affected by
ENSO and in situ heating caused by volcanic aerosol. Thus,
volcanic and ENSO signals are embedded in the QBO index.
Hence, deviations from the basic assumptions limit the reli-
ability of estimates from regression models, especially when
using data that only cover a few solar cycles, as in the case
of reanalysis and satellite data sets.

The only feasible approach to quantify aliasing in obser-
vational data is to assess the sensitivity of the derived solar
regression coefficients to the formulation of the regression
model. This is the method used by some authors (Frame and
Gray, 2010; Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Hood et al., 2010),
who claimed that their solar regression coefficient is not af-
fected by aliasing because of the very small changes when
including ENSO, QBO, and volcanic terms in their regres-
sion model.

On the other hand, when using a climate model, the sen-
sitivity of the simulated solar signal to the presence of other
boundary conditions can be directly tested. This was done
in simulations with a 2-D chemistry transport model (Smith
and Matthes, 2008; Lee and Smith, 2003). Smith and Matthes
(2008) showed that the simulated solar signal in tropical
ozone strongly depends on the presence of the QBO. They
showed that this dependence is indicative of a contamination
of the solar signal by the QBO, and that the aliasing is mainly
due to irregularities (i.e., departures from a sinusoidal func-
tion) in the observed QBO. In an earlier study using the same
2-D model,Lee and Smith(2003) found that volcanic erup-
tions have a similar effect, and that both QBO and volcanic
signals equally alias on the observed structure of the ozone
solar response. However, one may argue that such simplified
2-D models lack a full description of wave–mean-flow inter-
actions that have been proposed to explain the origin of the
decadal changes in the TLS.

Marsh and Garcia(2007) used a more comprehen-
sive model to investigate tropical ozone decadal variabil-
ity (WACCM3.1, Garcia et al., 2007). They found that the
ozone solar signal in the TLS could only be reproduced
by WACCM3.1 when observed SSTs were prescribed. They
demonstrated that part of the ozone solar signal simulated
in transient WACCM simulations was due to spurious cor-
relation between the index for the solar cycle and ENSO
over the 1979–2003 period. These conclusions were obtained
by contrasting transient WACCM3.1 simulations performed
with observed SSTs with time-slice experiments performed
with climatological SSTs. Nevertheless, neither of these sim-
ulations included the radiative effects of volcanic eruptions,
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or a QBO. Thus, their results cannot be directly compared to
observations.

There is clearly a need for a quantitative estimate of the
portion of the decadal signals in the stratosphere that can
unambiguously be linked to the solar cycle. It has been
demonstrated that a warming in the TLS, such as that com-
monly attributed to the solar cycle, can trigger changes in
tropospheric circulation (Haigh and Blackburn, 2006). Con-
sequently, a correct attribution of changes in the TLS may
in turn improve our understanding of the role of external
forcings on tropospheric and surface climate that propagate
downward from the stratosphere.

In this paper, we quantify the impact of the presence of
other forcings on the detection of the 11 yr solar cycle signal
in simulations of the WACCM3.5 version including more re-
alistic forcing than in previous studies. WACCM3.5 is a valu-
able tool for this exercise, since it has been previously shown
that this model version is able to reproduce most features of
the apparent 11 yr solar cycle observed in the tropical strato-
sphere over the last several decades (Chiodo et al., 2012).

We compare the amplitude of the solar signal in simula-
tions with all observed forcings to those where a single forc-
ing has been excluded. Differences between the simulations
quantify the impact of the exclusion of each forcing on the
apparent solar signal, and thus the potential aliasing from
the respective sources. The solar signal is diagnosed using
a novel MLR approach, which reduces the autocorrelation
and improves the accuracy of the regression fit through the
use of an optimal lag in the predictors.

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a de-
scription of the model and the experimental setup, along with
the statistical methods employed in the analysis. The results
are outlined in Sect. 3. Section 3.1 is dedicated to the re-
lationship between each forcing and the simulated temper-
ature and ozone variations. In Sect. 3.2, focus is then di-
rected towards the 11 yr solar cycle signal. The robustness
of the apparent solar signal in the reference case is assessed
in Sect. 3.3. A general discussion of the results and their im-
plications is given in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 summarizes the
main results and conclusions.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Model simulations

WACCM3.5 is an improved version of the WACCM3.1 gen-
eral circulation model (Garcia et al., 2007). The standard
resolution of 66 vertical levels ranging up from the surface
to the thermosphere (140 km) and 1.9◦ latitude by 2.5◦ lon-
gitude in the horizontal was used in this work. This is the
same model version that participated in the CCMVal-2 ac-
tivity (CCMVal-2, 2010). Details of the model relevant for
simulating the 11 yr solar cycle are discussed inChiodo et al.
(2012).

We performed pairs of simulations of WACCM3.5 model
run from 1960 to 2004. The setup of one pair is identical
to the REFB1 type of simulation presented inEyring et al.
(2010) for a comparison with other chemistry climate mod-
els and inChiodo et al.(2012) for a detailed analysis of the
11 yr solar cycle signal. This ensemble is referred to as “all
forcings” due to the inclusion of all known natural and an-
thropogenic forcings. The forcings include observed SSTs
and sea-ice concentrations (Hurrell et al., 2008), loadings
of GHGs and ozone-depleting substances. Model equatorial
stratospheric winds are relaxed toward observed winds to
obtain a realistic time-varying QBO (Matthes et al., 2010).
The effects of volcanic eruptions are included by prescrib-
ing aerosol surface area densities (SAD), compiled from a
combination of Stratosphere Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE) measurements (Thomason et al., 1997) and Solar
Mesosphere Explorer (SME) instruments from 1979 onward.
Aerosol data before 1979 are constructed based on assump-
tions of background aerosol (CCMVal-2, 2010). The impact
on the heating rates in the stratosphere is explicitly calcu-
lated (Tilmes et al., 2009). The 11 yr solar cycle in solar
irradiance is introduced in the model by prescribing spec-
tral irradiance data modeled byLean et al.(2005), integrated
over specific model bands for radiation and chemistry cal-
culations. This set of simulations is aimed at closely repro-
ducing observed interannual variations in the tropical strato-
sphere, and serves as a reference case.

In the second set of experiments, named “fixedSSTs”,
a climatological seasonal cycle of the SSTs is prescribed,
thus removing ENSO from possible sources of variability in
the stratosphere. In the next set, called “noQBO”, the tropi-
cal stratospheric winds are not relaxed towards observations.
Since the model version used in this work does not sponta-
neously generate a QBO, permanent weak easterlies in the
tropical stratosphere are simulated. Finally, the fourth set,
named “noVOLC”, is forced with a constant seasonal cycle
of SAD, thus excluding peaks in sulfate aerosol concentra-
tions in the stratosphere due to volcanic eruptions. The list of
experiments is given in Table1.

2.2 Analysis method

Monthly mean output is averaged over the two realizations
done for each of the four sets, season (DJF, MAM, JJA,
SON), longitude, and the 25◦ N–25◦ S latitude band. The
tropical average seasonal mean anomalies are used as input
for an improved MLR technique, whose formulation is novel
in the context of solar cycle studies. Details are described in
the Appendix and are briefly outlined below.

First, the autocorrelation is removed following a Box–
Jenkins prewhitening procedure (Box and Jenkins, 1980).
This is applied to the time series of the seasonal means of
the simulated ozone and temperature and of the predictors
(i.e., the forcings used in each set). Next, lags are calculated
that maximize the absolute value of the correlation between
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Table 1.Table of the WACCM3.5 ensembles performed.

Name SSTs QBO Volcanoes Solar

“all forcings” (2) observed,Hurrell et al.(2008) assimilated,Matthes et al.(2010) SAGE II, Thomason et al.(1997) Lean et al.(2005)
“fixedSSTs”(2) climatological assimilated,Matthes et al.(2010) SAGE II, Thomason et al.(1997) Lean et al.(2005)
“noQBO” (2) observed,Hurrell et al.(2008) none (weak east) SAGE II,Thomason et al.(1997) Lean et al.(2005)
“noVOLC” (2) observed,Hurrell et al.(2008) assimilated;Matthes et al.(2010) climatological Lean et al.(2005)

the prewhitened field variable and the forcings. In this way,
the projection of the field variable onto the forcings in each
set is maximized. These steps have been extensively used in
the formulation of multiple linear regression models in other
fields (e.g., in biometeorology (Diaz et al., 2002a, b) and
economic forecasting (Bisgaard and Kulahci, 2011)), though
they are new in the analysis of the 11 yr solar signal.

The suitable lag for each predictor must be chosen with
care. Ideally, the lag correlations should represent a physi-
cally consistent relationship between the predictand and pre-
dictors. On the other hand, such lags should not bring dif-
ferent predictors into phase, thereby increasing collinearity.
With these criteria in mind, an optimal window, over which
the suitable lag is searched for, is identified.

In our analysis, we use zonal wind time series at 30 and
10 hPa, which serve as QBO indices in the regression. By us-
ing the residual of a regression of the zonal wind onto other
indices, the QBO indices become orthogonal to the other pre-
dictors. We exclude any lags in the QBO term itself in order
to keep the mutual phase relationship in both indices (see
Appendix). We find that by using this technique, the cross
correlation among the QBO indices and the other predictors
never exceeds 0.06, which ensures that the null hypothesis
of no correlation cannot be rejected at the 99 % confidence
level.

Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used in pre-
vious studies to derive orthogonal QBO indices (Randel and
Wu, 1996; Crooks and Gray, 2005; Frame and Gray, 2010).
The mathematical orthogonality constraint can potentially
limit the physical realism of the principal component asso-
ciated with the QBO. For this reason, we believe that the
residuals from a MLR at 30 and 10 hPa are more directly
linked to the original wind field at both heights, and thus
more suited than principal components for representing the
QBO variability in the MLR.

This procedure is repeated for each of the simulation sets
for both temperature and ozone. The regression model for-
mulated in Eq. (A6) is applied at constant pressure levels of
the tropical stratospheric domain (0.1–100 hPa).

The MLR includes only predictors for those forcings in-
cluded in the specific set of experiments (e.g., no QBO term
is used in the analysis of the noQBO set). Since the main
focus of this paper is the detection of the solar signal in the
tropical stratosphere, results from the regression analysis are
only presented for the UV coefficient (β ′

uv in Eq. A6). The

coefficient has been scaled at all isobaric levels by 0.175.
This scaling factor is the 2-σ value of the UV radiation index
used in the MLR, which represents the peak-to-trough solar
cycle variation in units of W m−2 nm−1.

3 Results

Figure1 shows the time series of the tropical average (25◦ N–
25◦ S) seasonal mean anomalies of the zonal mean tempera-
ture at the 50 hPa level from the “all forcings” set. A long-
term cooling trend is evident, and the amplitude of approx-
imately −0.5 K per decade agrees with observations (Ran-
del et al., 2009b). The trend is interrupted by positive peaks
over 2 K in 1964 and 5 K in 1992, which are caused by
two major volcanic eruptions, i.e., Agung and Mt. Pinatubo.
Among these events, the Mt. Pinatubo eruption is the best-
characterized eruption on records. These records show a 1–
2 K warming in 1992 in the 50 hPa global mean (Randel
et al., 2009b), while anomalies over the tropical belt reach
3 K (see Fig. 1 inTilmes et al., 2009). Compared to these
values, WACCM tends to overestimate the heating caused by
the sulfate aerosols associated with the Mt. Pinatubo erup-
tion.

Before applying the MLR, the variables and the forcings
are prewhitened with the autocorrelation coefficient of the
field variables. Since the choice of the lag for the predictors
is crucial to improve the regression fit, we first analyze the
lag correlation between forcings and the simulated field vari-
ables temperature and ozone.

3.1 Lag correlation analysis

The optimal lag must ensure a physically consistent relation-
ship between the prewhitened field variables and the forc-
ings. For this purpose, the vertical structure of the lag cor-
relation is analyzed in detail in order to identify a window
representing a realistic timescale for the response in the se-
lected variable to each of the applied forcings.

Figure2 shows the vertical profile of the correlation of the
tropical average seasonal mean temperature with UV radi-
ation from the all forcings set, plotted as a function of the
time lag in a window of 10 yr (−5 to +5), thus covering an
almost complete solar cycle. Correlations at positive lag val-
ues mean that variations in UV lead temperature changes.
Although the prewhitening of the time series considerably
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Fig. 1. Time series of the simulated seasonal mean temperature anomalies at 50 hPa, averaged over the tropics
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Fig. 2. Lag correlation between the tropical average [25◦N-25◦S] prewhitened seasonal mean temperature from

the “all forcings” case and the UV radiation index. Positivelags mean that UV predictor leads temperature
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Figure 2. Lag correlation between the tropical average [25◦ N–
25◦ S] prewhitened seasonal mean temperature from the all forc-
ings case and the UV radiation index. Positive lags mean that UV
predictor leads temperature changes. Solid contours and red colors
denote positive correlations, while dashed contours and blue colors
indicate negative correlations. Contours are drawn every 0.04.

reduces the magnitude of the correlations, a well-defined
positive temperature–UV relation is found at 1 hPa, which
lingers for 2 yr around the peak of solar activity (that is, from
lag−1 yr to 1 yr). Negative values can be seen 5 yr before and
after the peak in UV radiation, indicating a cooling around
minima of solar activity. Between 10 and 70 hPa, we identify
positive maxima at lags of 0.75, 1.75, and 3.25 yr. Among
them, the peak at 0.75 yr corresponding to three seasons (or
9–11 months) seems to be connected to the upper strato-
sphere. This suggests that the warming induced by maxima
in solar activity is instantaneous and longer-lasting in the up-
per stratosphere, whereas it is slightly weaker and delayed by
a few seasons in lower layers.

Overall, the lag correlation to the UV in the WACCM sim-
ulations depicts a downward propagation of the solar sig-
nal. This is consistent with the “top-down” mechanism in-
volving a downward pathway (which is thus mediated by
the stratosphere) for solar influences to impact surface cli-
mate, as hypothesized in previous studies (Meehl et al., 2009;
Gray et al., 2010). The broad time span of the maximum
at 1 hPa is most likely due to absorption of UV radiation
whose peaks, on average over the recorded 11 yr cycles 19–
23, last for about 2–3 yr (Lean et al., 2005). In lower levels,
the intermittency of the positive correlations suggests a sea-
sonality in the apparent downward propagation of the tem-
perature signal. One candidate mechanism for such propa-
gation is the strengthening of the wintertime polar night jet
during solar maxima, which causes suppressed tropical up-
welling (Kodera and Kuroda, 2002). This mechanism is cap-
tured by WACCM (Chiodo et al., 2012), and the timescales
for the downward propagation are consistent with the lags
found in the positive correlations of the 0–1 yr window.
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Fig. 3. As in Figure 2, for tropical mean zonal mean ozone from the “all forcings” case.
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Figure 3.As in Fig.2, for tropical mean zonal mean ozone from the
all forcings case.

The lag correlation of UV radiation with tropical mean
ozone is shown in Fig.3. As it occurred in zonal mean tem-
perature, a broad structure of positive ozone–UV correlations
appears around lag 0 in the upper stratosphere (0.1–10 hPa),
with two peaks at 1 and 5 hPa. A more complex structure in
the lag correlations is found in lower levels. At 10–50 hPa,
there is a small region with negative values around lag 0,
while positive correlations appear at lags of 0.75–1 yr. At
50–100 hPa, positive correlations are found between 0 and
1 yr, maximizing at a lag of 0.25 yr, equal to one season. Ex-
cept for the negative correlations at 30 hPa, there is good cor-
respondence between temperature and ozone in the 0–1 yr
window.

The in-phase ozone–UV relationship in the middle and up-
per stratosphere is likely due to the UV-induced photolysis
of molecular oxygen and recombination with atomic oxy-
gen (Pap and Fox, 2004). This process is instantaneous, and
extends for the 2–3 yr of peak solar activity. As in tempera-
ture, the intermittency in the correlations at lower levels sug-
gests a seasonality in the lower-stratospheric ozone response.
In the 0–1 yr span, the correspondence in the temperature
and ozone correlations suggests that the same mechanism is
controlling ozone and temperature responses in this window.
Unlike in temperature, there is less evidence of a delayed re-
sponse at lags larger than 1 yr throughout the 30–100 hPa re-
gion. This indicates that at such lags, it is difficult to link both
temperature and ozone responses through a common mecha-
nism.

Once we have analyzed the structure of the correlations,
we next identify the optimal lag that maximizes the absolute
value of the cross correlation with the UV index. We con-
strain the window over which the optimal lag is identified to
the 0–1 yr time span, motivated by the finding that a coher-
ent variation in correlations with temperature and ozone was
present in that interval. An added benefit of limiting the lag
in the 0 to 1 yr window is that the cross correlation between
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Fig. 4. Vertical profile of the lag that maximises the absolute valueof the correlation (in the 0-1 years window)

between UV radiation and prewhitened seasonal mean temperature (black) and ozone (red); from (a) the “all

forcings”, (b) “fixedSSTs” , (c) “noQBO”, and (d) “noVOLC” sets. The values are introduced asτi=uv in

Eq. (A6) for regression of tropical average temperature andozone.
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Figure 4. Vertical profile of the lag that maximizes the absolute value of the correlation (in the 0–1 years window) between UV radiation and
prewhitened seasonal mean temperature (black) and ozone (red) from(a) the all forcings,(b) fixedSSTs,(c) noQBO, and(d) noVOLC sets.
The values are introduced asτi=uv in Eq. (A6) for regression of tropical average temperature and ozone.

the UV index and the other predictors is minimized. Hence,
the optimal UV lag (τuv) to be used in Eq. (A6) is chosen in
this window.

The vertical profile ofτuv is shown in Fig.4 for zonal
mean temperature and ozone. We show the values obtained
for the all forcings case (a) and for the three idealized sets
(b–d). Overall, the temperature–UV and the ozone–UV cor-
relation patterns are found to be qualitatively similar in the
three simulation sets excluding single forcings (not shown),
which explains the similarity in the vertical profile of the op-
timal lag. In the case of zonal mean temperature, the profile
shows a downward progression in all four cases, with a lag
of 0.5 yr (or two seasons) at 10 hPa, 0.75 yr (or three seasons)

between 20 and 70 hPa, and 1 yr between 80 and 100 hPa,
consistent with the lagged positive correlation in this region
seen in Fig.2. In tropical ozone, the lag needed to maximize
the correlation in the TLS is slightly smaller than in temper-
ature, as seen in Fig.3.

We also analyzed the lag correlation for the other terms
included in Eq. (A6): the two QBO indices, N3.4 and SAD.
As the present paper is focused on the solar response, we
discuss it without showing additional figures. The cross cor-
relation of temperature and ozone withu30′ andu10′ shows
a downward-propagating pattern associated with the merid-
ional secondary circulation of the imposed QBO (Baldwin
et al., 2001). For the N3.4 index, negative correlations of
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Fig. 5. (a) Time series of tropical average seasonal mean zonal meantemperature anomalies at 50 hPa after

pre-whitening (black), along with the regression fit from Eq. (A6) (red); (b-f) Contribution of each of the terms

on the right hand side of Eq. (A6) to the regression fit.
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Figure 5. (a) Time series of tropical average seasonal mean zonal mean temperature anomalies at 50 hPa after prewhitening (black), along
with the regression fit from Eq. (A6) (red).(b–f) Contribution of each of the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (A6) to the regression fit.

ozone and temperature maximize at 0.5 yr (6–8 months, or
two seasons) and 0.25 yr (3–5 months, or one season), re-
spectively, consistent with the lagged impact of El Niño on
the TLS through an increase in tropical upwelling (Marsh
and Garcia, 2007; Calvo et al., 2010). For the SAD index, we
find positive correlations in temperature and negative values
in ozone, both peaking at zero lag, and decaying as the lag
increases to around 1.5 yr.

We constrained the optimal lag in the N3.4 and SAD in-
dices to be no more than 1 yr, as was done for the UV in-
dex. This is motivated by the fact that at lags longer than
1 yr, spurious interference with the QBO appears in the form
of downward-propagating QBO structures in both ozone and
temperature correlations with N3.4 and SAD indices. Also,
the cross correlation between N3.4, SAD, and QBO indices
in the 0 to 1 yr window is minimized. Hence, the optimal lag
maximizing the correlation with these indices (i.e.,τensoand
τvolc in Eq.A6) is chosen in this window.

We do not use a lag for the SAD index for the regression
of both temperature and ozone, as the strongest correlation
is found at zero lag. This implies thatτvolc = 0 at all lev-
els in Eq. (A6). For the N3.4 index, we useτenso= 0.25 yr
(or one season) for the regression of temperature, while a
value of 0.5 yr (or two seasons) is used for ozone. No lags
are used inu10′ andu30′, as the optimal fit is obtained by
adjusting the relative weighting (i.e. regression coefficients)
of these roughly sinusoidal variations. With these values for
τenso, τvolc and those forτuv displayed in Fig.4, a regression
of the time series of zonal mean wind at 10 and 30 hPa (u10′

andu30′) is performed (see Eq. (A5)). The residuals are then
taken as QBO indices (i.e.,u10∗ andu30∗ in Eq. (A6)).

An example of the application of the MLR procedure em-
ployed in this paper is given for the tropical average zonal
mean temperature at 50 hPa, which is the time series shown
in Fig. 1. Figure5a shows the temperature time series af-
ter prewhitening, along with the fit output from the MLR
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Fig. 6. Solar signal in tropical average zonal mean temperature, estimated as the UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV

in Eq. (A6)) multiplied by 0.175, which represents the 2σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR. Delta

K units denote the relative solar cycle peak to trough changein Kelvin. Filled dots indicate that the derived

regression coefficients are significantly different from 0 at the 2σ significance level. The lags used for the UV

index in each experiment set is the black line shown in Figure4.
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Figure 6. Solar signal in tropical average zonal mean temperature,
estimated as the UV regression coefficient (β ′

UV in Eq. (A6)) multi-
plied by 0.175, which represents the 2-σ variation of the UV index
used in the MLR. Delta K units denote the relative solar cycle peak
to trough change in kelvin. Filled dots indicate that the derived re-
gression coefficients are significantly different from 0 at the 2-σ

significance level. The lags used for the UV index in each experi-
ment set is the black line shown in Fig.4.

model formulated in Eq. (A6). As seen in Fig.4, the optimal
UV lag (τuv) used at this level is 0.75 yr (or three seasons),
while τenso=0.25 yr (or one season). It is found that while
the prewhitening smooths part of the variability, the peaks
of the original time series shown in Fig.1 are preserved.
The r2 value of 0.4 implies that 40 % of the variability in
the prewhitened temperature time series can be explained by
the regression fit. Note that if no optimal lag is used for the
predictors, ther2 value would be 0.2 (not shown), which in-
dicates a less accurate fit. Figure5b–f plot the contribution of
each term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A6) to the regression
fit shown in Fig.5a. The strongest temperature changes are
caused by volcanic eruptions, with Mt. Pinatubo generating
a 3 K anomaly (Fig.5f). Changes of 0.5–1 K are associated
with the first QBO term (u30∗, i.e., the filtered zonal wind at
30 hPa) and ENSO (Fig.5c, d). On the other hand, the 11 yr
solar cycle signal is smaller, with temperature deviations of
a few tenths of a kelvin (Fig.5b).

3.2 The 11 yr solar cycle signal

The vertical profile of the solar signal, shown as the UV
regression coefficient (β ′

uv) of the tropical average (25◦ N–
25◦ S) zonal mean temperature scaled by 2σ of UV radiation
(0.175), is shown in Fig.6. The profile is shown for the ref-
erence all forcings set, and the idealized experiments, using
the optimal lag for the UV index shown in Fig.4.

In the all forcings set (black line in Fig.6), a statisti-
cally significant UV-induced warming is found throughout
the tropical stratosphere, with maximum values of 0.8 K at
1 hPa and a secondary maximum of 0.6–0.7 K at 40–50 hPa.
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, calculated as the UV regression coefficient froma standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1))

multiplied by 0.175, which represents the 2σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR.
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Figure 7. As in Fig. 6, calculated as the UV regression coefficient
from a standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1)) multiplied by 0.175, which
represents the 2-σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR.

It is interesting to note that a statistically significant solar
signal is also extracted in the middle stratosphere at 10 and
20 hPa, even though this is a region of relative minimum re-
sponse. The lag used for the UV index is 0 at 1 hPa, 6–8
months (or two seasons) at 10 hPa, and 9–11 months (or three
seasons) between 20 and 70 hPa (see Fig.4).

In the fixedSSTs case (red line in Fig.6), the simulated
temperature solar signal is similar to the reference case, al-
though the secondary maximum at 50 hPa is obtained at
a slightly larger lag compared to the other sets (τuv = 1 yr;
see Fig.4). The strong similarity in the derived UV regres-
sion coefficient in temperature suggests that the ENSO con-
tribution to the apparent solar signal is negligible. The low
sensitivity of the UV regression coefficient to the inclusion
of ENSO is not due to the removal of the serial correlation,
as similar results are obtained without prewhitening the data
(not shown). The noQBO set (green line in Fig.6) shows
a significant solar response throughout the stratosphere above
60 hPa, with a peak of 0.7 K at 50 hPa. Overall, this profile
resembles the reference all forcings case, although a slighly
stronger magnitude of the warming is evident at 50 hPa. In
the noVOLC set (blue line), a significant regression coeffi-
cient is obtained at all levels above 20 hPa, with a peak of
0.7 K at 1 hPa. However, below 20 hPa the signal becomes
weak and statistically insignificant. Thus, no robust solar re-
sponse in temperature is obtained in the TLS in the WACCM
simulations that do not include volcanic eruptions. The ab-
sence of response indicates that the apparent lagged temper-
ature solar signal in the TLS diagnosed in all other simulation
sets is associated with the effect of volcanic aerosols.

For comparison, the UV coefficient was also estimated
from a standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1)). Figure7 shows the
vertical profile scaled by 0.175. The temperature response
in the upper stratosphere between 1 and 5 hPa is very sim-
ilar to that obtained with the new technique (Fig.6); that
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Fig. 8. Solar signal in tropical average zonal mean ozone, estimated as the UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV in

Eq. (A6)) multiplied by 0.175, which represents the 2σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR. Delta %

units denote the relative solar cycle peak to trough change in % (i.e., relative change in mixing ratio). Filled

dots indicate that the derived regression coefficients are significantly different from 0 at the 2σ significance

level. The lags used for the UV index in each experiment set isthe red line shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 8. Solar signal in tropical average zonal mean ozone, esti-
mated as the UV regression coefficient (β ′

UV in Eq. (A6)) multi-
plied by 0.175, which represents the 2-σ variation of the UV index
used in the MLR. Delta % units denote the relative solar cycle peak
to trough change in percent (i.e., relative change in mixing ratio).
Filled dots indicate that the derived regression coefficients are sig-
nificantly different from 0 at the 2-σ significance level. The lags
used for the UV index in each experiment set is the red line shown
in Fig. 4.

is, a significant warming of 0.6–0.8 K in all experiments. In
the lower layers, there is less agreement between the ensem-
bles. A secondary maximum is evident in the all forcings and
fixedSSTs sets, with a peak of 0.4–0.5 K at 50 hPa. A simi-
lar response is also seen in the noQBO set, although the re-
gion of statistical significance is limited to higher altitudes
(20 hPa). Below 30 hPa, no significant response is seen in
the noVOLC and noQBO ensembles. Comparing both tech-
niques (i.e., Figs.7 and6), it is evident that the secondary
maximum in the TLS extracted from the new regression tech-
nique, when statistically significant (i.e., in the all forcings
and fixedSSTs sets), is stronger in magnitude than when us-
ing the standard MLR. Also, the new technique yields a sec-
ondary maximum in the noQBO set, whereas no response is
seen in the standard MLR. Thus, in the TLS region the new
regression method allows for better separation of the temper-
ature solar signal from the QBO. The new method also shows
a stronger reduction of the solar signal in the noVOLC set.

The new method was also applied to the tropical mean
ozone mixing ratio. The vertical profile ofβ ′

uv scaled by
0.175 is shown in Fig.8 in terms of relative solar cycle (%)
peak to trough change in the mixing ratio using the lag val-
ues for the UV index shown in Fig.4. In the all forcings
case, there is a well-defined double peak structure, with sta-
tistically significant ozone increase in the middle and upper
stratosphere peaking at 2 % at 10 hPa, a relative minimum at
30 hPa, and a significant increase at 40 hPa and below, peak-
ing at 3.5 % between 70 and 90 hPa.

Fairly good agreement across all pairs of simulations is
seen in the UV-induced ozone increase of 1.5–2.0 % at 5–
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, calculated as the UV regression coefficient froma standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1))

multiplied by 0.175, which represents the 2σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR.
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Figure 9. As in Fig. 8, calculated as the UV regression coefficient
from a standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1)) multiplied by 0.175, which
represents the 2-σ variation of the UV index used in the MLR.

10 hPa, although the exact height of the maximum varies. At
20 hPa, the solar cycle ozone response in the noVOLC and
noQBO case is slightly stronger than in the all forcings case.
Reasonable agreement is also evident in the weakly negative
response at 30 hPa, with exception of the noQBO case, which
shows a positive and significant ozone response of 1 %.

Significant differences are evident in the amplitude of the
ozone increase in the stratospheric levels between 40 and
100 hPa. While the all forcings case features a significant
ozone increase ranging from 2.0 % at 50 hPa to 3.5 % at
70 hPa, the response in the noVOLC case follows a simi-
lar profile, although with lower values ranging from a non-
significant 0.8 % increase at 50 hPa to 1.5–2.0 % at 70–
80 hPa. At 70 hPa and below, a different response is also
observed in the noQBO case, where a non-significant 1.0 %
ozone increase is obtained. On the other hand, the ozone re-
sponse at 70–80 hPa is increased to 4.0 % in the fixedSSTs
case, although the difference between this set and the all
forcings pair of simulations is not statistically significant.
Among all experiments, the profile ofβ ′

uv obtained from
the fixedSSTs set is the one that most closely resembles the
all forcings case in the lower stratosphere. Those calculated
from the noVOLC and noQBO exhibit the largest differences
to the reference case, with a weaker response throughout the
lower stratosphere below 40 hPa in the noVOLC case, and
below 70 hPa in the noQBO case. This suggests that part of
the apparent lower-stratospheric ozone signal obtained from
the all forcings case is due to QBO and volcanic aliasing,
with the largest spurious contribution coming from volcanic
aerosol.

Figure 9 shows the ozone UV regression coefficient ob-
tained from a standard MLR (βuv in Eq. (A1)). The ozone
increase of approximately 2 % at 5 hPa is similar to the re-
sponse obtained from the new technique (Fig.8). The relative
minimum at 20 hPa is statistically significant, while, using
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Fig. 10. UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV in Eq. (A6)) in tropical mean zonal mean temperature (red line) along

with the 2σ uncertainty (yellow shading) from the “all forcings” case,plotted as a function of the window used

(in years). The endpoint of the window is the last available year in the ensembles, i.e., 2004. Results are shown

for (a) 1 hPa, (b) 10 hPa, (c) 30 hPa, (d) 50 hPa, and (e) 70 hPa. Crosses show the values obtained from MERRA

reanalysis at 30, 50 and 70 hPa using the window overlapping the simulation period (1979-2004). Units K.
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Figure 10.UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV in Eq. (A6)) in tropical mean zonal mean temperature (red line) along with the 2-σ uncertainty

(yellow shading) from the all forcings case, plotted as a function of the window used (in years). The endpoint of the window is the last
available year in the ensembles, i.e., 2004. Results are shown for(a) 1 hPa,(b) 10 hPa,(c) 30 hPa,(d) 50 hPa, and(e) 70 hPa. Crosses show
the values obtained from MERRA reanalysis at 30, 50, and 70 hPa using the window overlapping the simulation period (1979–2004). Unit: K.

the new MLR, this response is not significant and lower in
altitude (30 hPa). Both techniques show differences between
ensembles in the region below 40 hPa, although the spread
seems larger in the standard MLR. In the new MLR, the dif-
ference in the solar response between the all forcings and
fixedSSTs sets at 50–70 hPa is smaller compared to the stan-
dard MLR. This indicates that the use of the new regression
technique reduces the ENSO aliasing in the apparent solar
response of lower-stratospheric ozone. Overall, both tech-
niques show a reduction of the solar signal below 30 hPa in
the noVOLC set compared to the all forcings set. Accord-
ingly, the contribution of volcanic aerosol to quasi-decadal
variability of tropical lower-stratospheric ozone does not de-
pend on the type of regression analysis.

3.3 Sensitivity of the solar signal to the data window

The results from the idealized cases give useful information
about the impact of other forcings on the analysis. However,
these simulations might not be able to reproduce non-linear
interactions between the missing forcing and the 11 yr solar
cycle. The aim of this section is thus to assess aliasing in the
regression of one pair of simulations driven by the combina-
tion of forcings that most closely resembles the real atmo-
sphere, as is the all forcings case. In this way, it is possible to
quantify the potential aliasing in regressing a limited record,
and in turn to infer the feasibility of extracting a robust so-

lar signal from the window covered by observational records.
One method to accomplish this consists of testing the sensi-
tivity of the diagnosed signal to the length of the data.

We calculate the UV regression coefficient (β ′
uv) from the

all forcings set for a varying data window, whose endpoint is
the last year available in the simulations: 2004. A minimum
of 10 yr is used to cover the last solar cycle (1995–2004),
and the data window is gradually extended to the whole 45
available years, using 1 yr increments.

Figure10 shows the estimates for tropical mean tempera-
ture, calculated at 5 different pressure levels representative of
the upper stratosphere (1 hPa), middle stratosphere (10 hPa),
and lower stratosphere (30, 50, and 70 hPa), scaled by the 2-σ

value of the UV index. Note that the endpoint value obtained
with the entire 45 yr time series is identical to that shown (on
the same levels) in Fig.6.

In the upper stratosphere at 1 hPa (Fig.10a), a constant
value of 0.8–1.0±0.2 K is obtained. One can deduce that the
minimum number of years necessary for extracting a signif-
icant and stable solar signal in temperature at 1 hPa is 10–
15 yr, since the value obtained with such window is fairly
close to that calculated with the full available period of 45 yr.
At 10 and 30 hPa (Fig.10b, c), the regression coefficient is
slightly negative and not significant when less than 20 yr of
data is used. It then stabilizes to a significant positive value
of 0.4±0.2 K at 10 hPa and 0.5±0.3 K at 30 hPa when more
than 25 yr of data is used.
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At lower-stratospheric levels (50 and 70 hPa, shown in
Fig. 10d, e), the derived values are more uncertain than
in the upper stratosphere, as indicated by the wider error
bars, and exhibit stronger sensitivity to the window length.
Broadening the data window reduces the apparent signal at
50 and 70 hPa from 1.0± 0.7 K with 15 yr of data to 0.2–
0.5± 0.3 K when using the 45 yr of data. No convergence
towards a steady value is found at these levels. Thus, a sta-
ble and significant temperature response can only be detected
above 30 hPa, while a different behavior is observed at 50
and 70 hPa, where no robust value can be extracted with the
available 45 yr long record.

In addition, strong swings are evident in the middle and
lower stratosphere (30, 50, and 70 hPa) a few years after the
occurrence of the two major volcanic eruptions when us-
ing WACCM data, suggesting that volcanic and solar sig-
nals cannot be cleanly separated by the regression model at
these levels. Interestingly, both Mt. Pinatubo and El Chichón
eruptions appear to interfere with the solar signal at 30 and
50 hPa. This is not the case at 70 hPa, where only the former
has a discernible impact (Fig.10e). There are also pertur-
bations of negative sign when the Agung eruption (1963) is
included in the analysis. This effect is seen at 50 and 70 hPa,
although the jumps are much less evident than in the case of
the other two eruptions. Overall, the peaks associated with
Mt. Pinatubo and El Chichón disappear after 30 yr of data is
included in the regression analysis. Even when the analysis
is extended using a longer window, the UV coefficient de-
creases at both levels, which is particularly evident at 70 hPa.
This suggests that in WACCM3.5, no robust signal in temper-
ature can be extracted in the TLS with 45 yr of simulations
data.

The UV regression coefficient is also estimated using the
same procedure on NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Anal-
ysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis
data (Rienecker et al., 2011), chosen here over other reanal-
ysis products due to the larger overlap with the simulations
(1979–2004). WACCM and MERRA can be directly com-
pared by using 26 yr as the window in the all forcings case.
At this window length, the apparent solar signals at 1 hPa
(Fig.10a) and 10 hPa (Fig.10b) of 0.8 and 0.3 K in the model
simulations are in excellent agreement with MERRA esti-
mates. Since the temperature response at these heights is re-
lated to the direct response to the UV radiation, the agree-
ment with reanalysis suggests that the model sensitivity to
the 11 yr UV forcing is realistic. There is also qualitative
agreement at 30 hPa (Fig.10c), 50 hPa (Fig.10d), and 70 hPa
(Fig. 10e) in the signals of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7± 0.2 K, respec-
tively. However, this only applies to the 26 yr window over-
lapping with MERRA since, as indicated above, a decrease in
the diagnosed solar signal is seen as a larger analysis period
is used.

It should be recalled that the warming simulated at 50 hPa
after Mt. Pinatubo in 1992 is too large (see Fig.1). This bias
might contribute to the misattribution of quasi-decadal vari-

ability when using model data in the analysis. Accordingly,
the impact on the detection of solar signals might depend on
the size of the underlying volcanic signature. To test this pos-
sibility, we analyze the dependence of the solar signal to data
windowing in the MERRA record, bearing in mind that less
stability is expected due to the shorter window compared to
the WACCM simulations. Figure11shows the regression co-
efficient obtained from MERRA, calculated in the same way
as in Fig.10, plotted as a function of the 26 yr window. A ro-
bust signal is found at 1 and 10 hPa, with values of 0.9±0.5 K
and 0.3±0.2 K, respectively (Figs.11a, b). The values at 30,
50, and 70 hPa (Figs.11c, e) are less stable, which is in large
part due to the peak coinciding with the Mt. Pinatubo erup-
tion, especially at 50 hPa (Fig.11d). There is also a tendency
towards smaller values at these levels, as the window gets
broader, although a stable value is not reached. This sug-
gests that, as in WACCM, the solar signal extracted over the
available observational record is not robust, mainly due to the
heating associated with the Mt. Pinatubo eruption.

Figure 12 shows the UV regression coefficient obtained
from WACCM at 50 and 70 hPa, when periods after El
Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo eruptions are omitted (June 1982–
November 1983 and September 1991–November 1993).
During such periods, the peaks in lower-stratospheric tem-
perature associated with the SAD index can be identified (see
Fig. 5f). Convergence toward a constant value of approxi-
mately 0.1± 0.3 K is obtained when more than 20 yr of data
is used. However, this value is not significantly different from
zero. When the same years are excluded from the MERRA
reanalysis data, the UV coefficient is also reduced from 0.6–
0.7± 0.3 K to 0.2± 0.4 K at both 50 and 70 hPa. This in-
dicates that when applying MLR methods on stratospheric
temperature data covering 26 yr, a better separation of so-
lar and volcanic signals can only be achieved with removal
of data around both El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo eruptions.
This is consistent with the absence of a signal in the TLS in
the set without volcanoes (blue line in Fig.6). Note that the
removal of the period after the Agung eruption (1963–1964)
would not alter the results (not shown), which is consistent
with the small impact of this event on the window sensitivity
of the solar signal shown in Fig.10.

The sensitivity to data windowing of the regression coef-
ficient in zonal mean ozone simulated by WACCM is shown
in Fig. 13. The ozone signal is robust to the extension of the
data window at 1 hPa (Fig.13a), and a constant and signif-
icant ozone increase of 0.7± 0.4 % is found after 10 yr of
simulations data. At 10 hPa (Fig.13b), positive and signif-
icant values of 2.2± 0.8 % are found for all data windows,
although jumps to higher values are evident when using less
than 30 yr of data. A significant positive UV coefficient is ob-
tained at 30 hPa when using less than 15 yr of data (Fig.13c).
However, this signal is not real since no significant ozone–
UV relationship is obtained with a larger data window. This
is the region in which a relative minimum response in the ver-
tical profile is obtained in all idealized experiments, although
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Fig. 11. UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV in Eq. (A6)) in tropical average zonal mean temperature fromMERRA

reanalysis, displayed as a function of the window used, which is 26 yr long. Note that the signal has been

computed with the same regression technique as in WACCM. Theendpoint of the window is the last available

year in the WACCM simulations, i.e., 2004. Units K.
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Figure 11.UV regression coefficient (β ′
UV in Eq. (A6)) in tropical average zonal mean temperature from MERRA reanalysis, displayed as a

function of the window used, which is 26 yr long. Note that the signal has been computed with the same regression technique as in WACCM.
The endpoint of the window is the last available year in the WACCM simulations, i.e., 2004. Unit: K.

Fig. 12. UV regression coefficient in tropical mean zonal mean temperature from the “all forcings” case,

obtained when omitting post El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo data (see exact dates indicated in the text), plotted

as a function of the years included in the window. The endpoint of the window is the last available year in

the ensembles, i.e., 2004. Results are shown for the 50 hPa (red) and 70 hPa (blue) levels, along with the

2σ uncertainty (yellow for 50 hPa, and green for 70 hPa). Dots indicate the values obtained from MERRA

reanalysis, along with the 2σ uncertainty. Units K.
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Figure 12. UV regression coefficient in tropical mean zonal mean
temperature from the all forcings case, obtained when omitting post
El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo data (see exact dates indicated in the
text), plotted as a function of the years included in the window. The
endpoint of the window is the last available year in the ensembles,
i.e., 2004. Results are shown for the 50 hPa (red) and 70 hPa (blue)
levels, along with the 2-σ uncertainty (yellow for 50 hPa and green
for 70 hPa). Dots indicate the values obtained from MERRA reanal-
ysis, along with the 2-σ uncertainty. Unit: K.

with slightly different magnitudes (see Fig.8). At 30 hPa, the
noQBO experiment showed a significant ozone increase of
0.6 % (see Fig.8), which suggests that QBO aliasing reduces
the apparent 11 yr variation at this level.

At 50 and 70 hPa, a strong swing in the ozone UV response
from negative to positive values is evident in proximity to
the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991 (Fig.13d, e), which is in-
dicative of the volcanic aliasing when regressing data of Mt.
Pinatubo eruption. There is little evidence of aliasing in the
wake of the El Chichón eruption in 1982 at 50 hPa. At this
level, a rather constant and marginally significant value of
1.0–1.5±1.0 % is diagnosed when more than 20 yr of data is
used.

At 70 hPa (Fig.13e), there is also a jump in proximity
to the El Chichón eruption in 1982, although the strongest
variation is seen in the years around Mt. Pinatubo (1991).
Overall, volcanic eruptions have a stronger impact on the sig-
nal at 70 than at 50 hPa, which is consistent with the larger
differences found at this level in the noVOLC set (Fig.8).
The error bars and the variations in the amplitude are larger
than at higher levels, which suggests that it is not feasible
with the available data to extract an accurate estimate for the
ozone solar response at 70 hPa. Nevertheless, there is some
evidence of a trend toward a positive signal of 3.2±1.8 % as
all available 45 yr of data are included in the analysis. This
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Fig. 13. As in Figure 10, for tropical mean zonal mean ozone. Units % (i.e., relative change in mixing ratio).
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Figure 13.As in Fig.10, for tropical mean zonal mean ozone. Unit: %(i.e., relative change in mixing ratio).

Fig. 14. UV regression coefficient in zonal mean ozone from the “all forcings” case, omitting the post El

Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo data (June 1982 to November 1983, and September 1991 to November 1993),

plotted as a function of the window used (in years) for 50 hPa (red) and 70 hPa (blue), along with the 2σ

uncertainty (yellow shading for 50 hPa, and green shading for 70 hPa). The endpoint of the window is the last

available year in the ensembles, i.e., 2004. Units %.
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Figure 14.UV regression coefficient in zonal mean ozone from the
all forcings case, omitting the post-El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo
data (June 1982 to November 1983, and September 1991 to Novem-
ber 1993), plotted as a function of the window used (in years) for
50 hPa (red) and 70 hPa (blue), along with the 2-σ uncertainty (yel-
low shading for 50 hPa and green shading for 70 hPa). The endpoint
of the window is the last available year in the ensembles, i.e., 2004.
Unit: percent.

behavior is unlikely to be related to the Agung eruption, since
the tendency in the ozone solar signal starts at year 35, i.e.,
6 yr ahead of year 41 in the window, which would correspond
to the eruption year 1963.

Figure 14 shows the ozone UV coefficient calculated at
50 and 70 hPa, when the El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo post-

eruption data are omitted following the same procedure taken
for temperature. A fairly constant value of 2.0±1.5 % is ob-
tained at 50 hPa when using more than 25 yr of data. These
numbers are not significantly different from those shown in
Fig. 13d, which were calculated with Mt. Pinatubo and El
Chichón data retained. At 70 hPa, there is nearly no response
at a window of 20–25 yr, and a positive trend towards positive
values is evident when more than 35 yr of data is used. The
value of 2.3± 1.9 % obtained with the full 42 yr window is
lower than the 3.2±1.8 %, which was diagnosed without re-
moving post-eruption data (Fig.13e). This is consistent with
the reduction in the apparent solar signal obtained from the
noVOLC experiment at this level (Fig.8).

Overall, temperature and ozone show slightly different
sensitivities to data windowing, which probably owes to the
different processes controlling their variations in the tropi-
cal stratosphere. Further complication is brought by the low
signal-to-noise ratio in ozone due to the relatively small
ozone concentrations below 50 hPa. Nevertheless, both vari-
ables suggest that a robust solar signal can only be extracted
using an MLR technique at upper- and middle-stratospheric
levels.

4 Discussion

The tropical mean vertical profile of the 11 yr solar sig-
nal has been extracted from WACCM simulations using
a novel MLR methodology. In the upper stratosphere, a 0.8±

0.2 K warming is diagnosed, which agrees with MERRA
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and ERA-40/ERA-Interim estimates within the levels of un-
certainty (see Fig. 1 inFrame and Gray, 2010). A robust
and statistically significant signal is extracted at 1 hPa using
a 15–20 yr window, which is covered by stratospheric ob-
servational records. At 10 hPa, WACCM shows a significant
warming of 0.4±0.2 K obtained, whereas ERA-40 and ERA-
Interim data show no significant response. This difference is
possibly due to the different (longer) period analyzed in our
study.

Between 30 and 70 hPa a significant warming of 0.5–
0.7±0.3 K is diagnosed in WACCM, which agrees with val-
ues reported from ERA-40/ERA-Interim reanalysis inFrame
and Gray(2010). Similar numbers are also calculated from
MERRA reanalysis at 30, 50, and 70 hPa using the same
MLR technique over the same period (1979–2004; see
Figs.10c–e). Almost half of the temperature increase in this
region is due to the use of a 1 yr lag in the UV index, since
a warming of 0.3 to 0.4 K is obtained when using a standard
MLR without a lagged UV index (Fig.7).

It is clear from Fig.6 that the warming at 30 hPa and
lower levels disappears in the set without volcanic forcing,
which suggests that aliasing of the volcanic aerosol sig-
nal increases the apparent solar signal. Further evidence of
this comes from the increase in the UV regression coeffi-
cient when the boundaries of the data window considered
for regression analysis overlap the years of the Mt. Pinatubo
and El Chichón eruptions (Fig.10c–e). There is also a ten-
dency towards smaller values of the UV regression coeffi-
cient in the lower stratosphere (50–70 hPa) as more years
are added to the analysis, although no convergence towards
a stable value is obtained even with a 45 yr window. This
indicates that it is not feasible to extract a robust signal in
this region over the recent past. The spurious contribution of
volcanic aerosols to the UV regression coefficient is espe-
cially pronounced when using records covering two to three
decades, as in MERRA reanalysis data (see Fig.11). Better
separation of solar and volcanic signals in temperature can
be achieved by excluding El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo post-
eruption data from the analysis, since convergence toward
a stable (though non-significant) signal is obtained in this
way (shown in Fig.12). Additionally, extending the obser-
vational data record to cover solar cycles without volcanic
eruptions coincident with peaks of solar activity (e.g., solar
cycle 23) decreases the apparent solar-induced warming in
the middle and lower tropical stratosphere. This is seen when
regressing onto a 31 yr long ERA-Interim/ERA-40 merged
data set of 1978–2008 instead of the 23 yr long ERA-40 data
set of 1979–2001 (Frame and Gray, 2010, their Fig. 1).

The ozone increase of 2.0± 0.7 % in the upper strato-
sphere at solar maximum in the all forcings WACCM sim-
ulation agrees well with the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet
Instrument (SBUV) and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Ex-
periment (SAGE) observations (Soukharev and Hood, 2006;
Randel and Wu, 2007). An increase of similar magnitude is
also obtained using a standard MLR (Fig.9), which is the

more akin to the technique used to extract the signal in the
mentioned observational studies than the new MLR formu-
lated here. The response at these levels is robust, since it is
stable over time, and it is also diagnosed in the idealized ex-
periments. An accurate estimate can be extracted with 20–
25 yr of data, which is a window covered by satellite data.
A relative minimum response in tropical ozone is diagnosed
in WACCM around 30 hPa. This structure resembles the non-
significant negative response seen at 10–20 hPa in SBUV and
SAGE (Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Randel and Wu, 2007).
The mismatch in the height of the relative minimum response
from model and satellite estimates is due to the different for-
mulation of the regression method, since the standard MLR
yields a higher relative minimum (20 hPa; see Fig.9).

A significant ozone increase is found in the lower strato-
sphere between 40 and 100 hPa, with values ranging from
2.2± 1.2 % at 50 hPa to 3.5± 2.0 % at 80 hPa. Similar num-
bers have been previously reported for the same period cov-
ered by SAGE and SBUV data (see Fig. 12a inRandel and
Wu, 2007, and Fig. 8 inSoukharev and Hood, 2006), al-
though no comparison with these studies is possible below
50 hPa, as this is the lowest boundary in the available satel-
lite data of stratospheric ozone. Idealized experiments show
that ENSO aliasing in the lower-stratospheric ozone sig-
nal is negligible. This is due to the new MLR technique,
which combines the use of lagged ENSO and UV terms,
and to a sufficiently large window of 45 yr, which is in line
with the findings ofMarsh and Garcia(2007). On the other
hand, it is also found that the apparent solar cycle ozone in-
crease in the lower stratosphere is strongly influenced by vol-
canic aerosols and, to a lesser extent, by the presence of the
QBO. Interference with volcanic eruptions is also indicated
by the increase in the UV regression coefficient when the
data window overlaps periods shortly after Mt. Pinatubo and
El Chichón eruptions (Fig.13c–e). Our results confirm the
findings from a study using a more simplified 2-D transport
chemistry model that pointed to a strong contribution of the
QBO and volcanic aliasing on the tropical ozone solar sig-
nal (Lee and Smith, 2003; Smith and Matthes, 2008).

We note that around 20 hPa a consistent bias is seen in both
temperature and ozone related to the problem of volcanic
heating aliasing. Specifically, it appears that a fraction of the
volcanic-induced heating is misattributed to the solar cycle
by the new and standard MLR techniques, thus producing
warmer temperatures during solar maximum. This diabatic
heating produces stronger upwelling rates in the simulations
including all observed forcings compared to the set excluding
volcanic forcing. Along with the chemically induced ozone
depletion by the sulfate aerosols, the increased upwelling re-
sults in an ozone decrease due to the strongly positive ver-
tical gradient in ozone mixing ratio, which the regression
also attributes to the solar cycle, leading to a weaker solar
cycle ozone response relative to the set excluding volcanic
aerosols. On the other hand, the spurious contribution of vol-
canic aliasing to the apparent solar signal in both temperature
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and ozone below 50 hPa is more difficult to be explained in
these terms. At these levels, the simulated ozone depletion
is generally much weaker than at 20–30 hPa, as was, for ex-
ample, the case for the Mt. Pinatubo eruption (see Fig. 8.21
in CCMVal-2, 2010). Moreover, the regression fits from the
new technique described in Eq. (A6) are carried indepen-
dently for temperature and ozone. Thus, the misattribution
of volcanically induced ozone and temperature changes can-
not be expected to have opposite sign throughout the lower
stratosphere.

Chiodo et al.(2012) showed that the temperature and
ozone signal in the TLS estimated is stronger and closer
to observations in the WACCM3.5 model than in the
WACCM3.1 version. The improvement is likely a conse-
quence of WACCM3.1 not assimilating a QBO and the omis-
sion of volcanic aerosol heating in the simulations (Garcia
et al., 2007). Consequently, the QBO and volcanic signals did
not map into the 11 yr solar cycle in the regression analysis of
transient WACCM3.1 simulations, leading to a worse agree-
ment compared to transient WACCM3.5 simulations. How-
ever, the better agreement with observations does not nec-
essarily imply a better estimate of the solar signal. In con-
clusion, the present results suggest that either given a long
enough window, or in idealized experiments excluding the
spurious contribution of volcanic aerosols in the analysis,
a consistent, though weaker than previously thought, solar
response is diagnosed in the tropical lower stratosphere.

Finally, it is important to note the caveat of excessive heat-
ing caused by the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in the TLS region
(see Fig.1), although the precise size of the bias is difficult to
assess as the uncertainty in the response derived from obser-
vations is not known. An excessive volcanic warming could
have possibly contributed to the aliasing of the apparent solar
signal. However, it must also be noted that the oversized heat-
ing could be due to errors in the SAD aerosol forcing data set
recommended by CCMVal (Arfeuille et al., 2013). As such,
this is a common bias in many community climate models
(see, for example, Fig 8.21 inCCMVal-2, 2010). Depend-
ing on how the radiative transfer is handled, this affects the
models sensitivity to volcanic aerosols to a greater or lesser
degree than in WACCM. Thus, while there may be caveats in
comparing modeled and observed MLR-derived attribution
of decadal variability, our findings are likely not limited to
WACCM.

5 Summary

We have investigated the attribution of quasi-decadal varia-
tions in tropical stratospheric temperature and ozone to the
11 yr solar cycle. To do so, we perform a set of transient
WACCM3.5 simulations with different combination of forc-
ings. The solar signal is extracted from the model simula-
tions using a new MLR approach, which (i) reduces the au-
tocorrelation through prewhitening and (ii) improves the ac-

curacy of the fit through the use of an optimal lag. Results
are also compared to the standard MLR, which is found to
be more prone to aliasing from non-solar sources than the
new MLR method. The design of the model experiments em-
ployed here is more realistic than previous modeling studies
on the impact of aliasing on the detection of the solar sig-
nal, e.g.,Marsh and Garcia(2007). The main findings are as
follows:

– A double-peak profile in both temperature and ozone
with maxima in the upper and lower stratosphere is di-
agnosed in the WACCM3.5 simulations forced with all
observed forcings. This agrees qualitatively well with
reanalysis and satellite data.

– In the tropical lower stratosphere, a substantial portion
of the apparent solar-induced increase in temperature
and ozone is related to volcanic aerosol. This is due to
alignment of two major volcanic eruptions (El Chichón
and Mt. Pinatubo) with peaks of solar activity during
cycles 21 and 22.

– Using 45 yr of data, a robust 11 yr solar signal can
only be extracted above 10 hPa. At lower levels, longer
records would be required. This occurs because the so-
lar and volcanic signals cannot be adequately separated.

– The aliasing issue is ameliorated if windows around El
Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo are excluded from the analy-
sis (June 1982 to November 1983, and September 1991
to November 1993). This removal reduces the apparent
solar signal in temperature in both modeled and obser-
vational data. In ozone, further complication is caused
by interference with the QBO.

It is plausible that the observed amplitude of the solar-
induced increase in the TLS in temperature and ozone (as re-
ported in other studies, 0.8 K in reanalysis (Frame and Gray,
2010) and 4 % in satellite data (Soukharev and Hood, 2006))
is overestimated due to issues associated with the MLR anal-
ysis of a too short record that have been explored in this
work.

The present results suggest that MLR techniques require
the use of longer observational records for unambiguous sep-
aration of decadal changes driven by the solar cycle. When
regressing reanalysis and satellite data that are available to
date (e.g., MERRA reanalysis data spanning over 26 yr), both
windows around El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo should be re-
moved for more accurate determination of the solar signal.
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Appendix A:

The standard version of multiple linear regression models
takes the following form:

Yt =

n∑
i=1

Xi,tβi + εt , (A1)

whereY is the predictand (i.e., the dependent variable),t is
the time dimension,X is a matrix with the basis functions
containingn predictors,β represents the regression coeffi-
cients, andε is the residual error term.

Multiple linear regression models after Eq. (A1) are com-
monly used in solar cycle studies. TheX matrix typically
contains a set of predictors representing possible sources of
variability: a linear trend term for long-term changes due to
increases in GHGs and ozone-depleting substances, and a set
of proxy indices for ENSO, the 11 yr solar cycle, the QBO,
and volcanic eruptions.

Valuable information about the impact of each forcing can
be extracted with this method, provided that the correct por-
tion of variance in the predictand time series is fit, along with
its relative attribution to each of the predictors. However, this
is not the case when the predictors in matrixX are cross cor-
related (“multi-collinearity”), and when there is autocorre-
lation in the predictand time series (“persistence”) (Wilks,
2011). Spurious correlations with the predictors can arise
due to persistence in the predictand time series, while multi-
collinearity leads to erroneous partitioning of the variance
among predictors. Collinearity between the predictors can be
significant, especially in relatively short records; an exam-
ple is the correlation found between the N3.4 index and the
11 yr solar cycle (Marsh and Garcia, 2007). Additionally, sig-
nificant persistence can be found within seasonal timescales
in atmospheric field variables, which implies that individual
data points in the predictand are not independent.

A common way to circumvent the problem associated with
persistence is to treat the residual error term in the regres-
sion model as an autoregressive process (Tiao et al., 1990).
This method implies correction of both the basis functions
in X and the predictandY with the autocorrelation coeffi-
cient of the residual error termε estimated from a first ap-
plication of the regression model. This intermediate step is
called “prewhitening”, and its application can be found in
numerous papers on the solar signal in the stratosphere (e.g.,
Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Austin et al., 2008; Frame and
Gray, 2010). Another way to account for autocorrelation is
by prewhitening the predictandY and predictorsX with the
first-order autocorrelation coefficient of the original time se-
ries of the predictandY . This is the so-called Box–Jenkins
(BJ) methodology (Box and Jenkins, 1980).

Both prewhitening techniques were carried out on the
output from the WACCM model. It was found that the BJ
prewhitening leads to an autocorrelation function (ACF) that
is closer to white noise (not shown) and hence optimal for

regression analysis (Box and Jenkins, 1980). Hence, the BJ
technique was chosen for the analysis of the simulations pre-
sented in this paper.

Once the time series have been prewhitened, the regres-
sion model equation is carefully assessed upon analysis of
the lagged cross-correlation structures between the predic-
tors (i.e., thei time series in theX matrix) and the predictand
Y . This is done to identify the lags that maximize the pro-
jection of variance onto the basis functions, improving the fit
accuracy.

We performed a preliminary analysis by using both (i) de-
seasonalized monthly mean, (ii) seasonal mean (3-month av-
erages), and (iii) 3-month running mean anomalies of tem-
perature and ozone. It is found that the use of (ii) seasonal
averages filters spurious cross-correlation structures show-
ing up at high frequencies (1–2 months) that are related
to internal noise rather than a causal relationship. There-
fore, seasonal mean anomalies are used in this analysis. The
use of seasonal averages is also justified physically. Part of
the changes in stratospheric temperature and ozone due to
ENSO, QBO, and solar cycle are mediated by changes in
upwelling rates, especially in the TLS.Randel et al.(2002)
showed that coherence between temperature and upwelling
rates in the TLS is enhanced at seasonal timescales compared
to higher frequencies, so that dynamically forced changes in
temperature can be better captured with seasonal averages.

In the reference all forcings ensemble, the matrixX reads
as follows:

X =


t

N3.4
UV
u30
u10
SAD

 , (A2)

wheret is the time dimension in seasons;N3.4 is the Niño
3.4 index (the standardized mean sea surface temperature be-
tween 5◦ S and 5◦ N latitude and between 120 and 170◦ W
longitude) for ENSO; UV is the ultraviolet solar radiation
flux integrated in the Hartley band (240–270 nm) from the
Lean dataset (Lean et al., 2005), and is used as a proxy for the
11 yr solar cycle; andu30 andu10 are the equatorial zonal
mean zonal winds at 30 and 10 hPa, which have the qual-
ity of being nearly orthogonal proxies for the QBO (Randel
and Wu, 1996). SAD is the global mean surface area den-
sity at 50 hPa (in units of µm2 cm−3) of sulfate aerosol taken
from a combination of different datasets: SAGE I (1979–
1981), SAGE II (1984–2005), and SME instruments. Aerosol
data before 1979 are constructed based on assumptions of
background aerosol (see Sect. 2.5.3.4 ofCCMVal-2, 2010).
Based on SAD, an aerosol mass distribution is assumed
in WACCM3.5 for heating rate calculations (Tilmes et al.,
2009). Hence, this dataset is the most appropriate proxy for
the volcanic forcing in the model simulations.
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When using data from the idealized ensembles, the forc-
ings that are kept constant (following table1) are removed
from the X matrix. The N3.4 index is excluded in the
fixedSSTs ensemble,u10 andu30 are excluded in the no-
QBO ensemble, while the SAD index is excluded in the no-
VOLC ensemble.

The first step in the formulation of the regression model is
prewhitening of both sides of Eq. (A1):

Y ′
t,z = Yt,z − ρzYt−1,z

X′

t,i,z = Xt,i,z − ρzXt−1,i,z, (A3)

whereρz is the autocorrelation coefficient ofY at lag of one
season and at the levelz, andi is the forcing index. Equa-
tion (A3) is applied at each discrete model levelz ranging
from 0.1 to 100 hPa. It is found that the use of the autocor-
relation at lag 1 is enough to reduce the ACF ofY ′ to white
noise, so that there is no need to use autoregressive models
of higher order.

After prewhitening both forcings and seasonal mean
anomalies of temperature and ozone, we calculate the lagτ

at which the absolute value of the cross correlation between
each predictori andY ′ reaches a maximum value at a given
level z.

τi,z = t ||r(Y ′

t=0...n,z,X′

i,t=0+τ ...n,z) = MAX (A4)

A separate analysis showed that no significant cross correla-
tion between predictors is introduced by using the 1 yr win-
dow. Furthermore, correlations arising at lags larger than the
characteristic timescale of each forcing are unlikely to de-
scribe a physical link with the dependent variable. This is
especially true in the stratosphere, where the responses are
not modulated by the ocean.

In the case of the QBO, the indicesu30′ andu10′ are ap-
proximately sinusoidal and nearly orthogonal to each other.
As such, the use of different lags would introduce correla-
tions between them, and therefore loss of orthogonality. The
most accurate fit is obtained by computing the regression co-
efficient, and hence without using any lag in any of the QBO
indices. This motivates a different treatment of the QBO in
Eq. (A4) compared to the other terms, i.e. by usingτqbo = 0.

An additional complication is posed by the separation of
QBO signals from the other sources of variability. We found
that the observed zonal wind that is assimilated in the ensem-
bles including a QBO contains significant variations arising
from volcanoes, ENSO, and solar cycle. For the solar cycle,
this result is consistent with the reported modulation of the
QBO periodicity by the solar cycle (Salby and Callaghan,
2000). We remove the collinearity by computing two filtered
QBO indices. For this purpose, we regress the UV, ENSO,
and SAD indices using their optimal lagτ on zonal mean
wind at both 30 and 10 hPa, and take the residual as filtered
QBO index, as described by Eq. (A5):

u30∗
t,z = u30′

t,z − (βuvUV′
t−τi=uv,z,z

(A5)

+ βensoN3.4′
t−τi=enso,z,z

+ βvolcSAD′
t−τi=volc,z,z

)

u10∗
t,z = u10′

t,z − (βuvUV′
t−τi=uv,z,z

+ βensoN3.4′
t−τi=enso,z,z

+ βvolcSAD′
t−τi=volc,z,z

).

In this way,u30∗ andu10∗ are made orthogonal with respect
to the other indices while preserving their mutual orthogonal-
ity by excluding any QBO lag. This improves the accuracy of
the regression analysis. The two filtered QBO indices, along
with the prewhitened and lagged predictors, are then used in
the target regression model for ozone and temperature.

Y ′
t,z = β ′

uvUV ′
t−τi=uv,z,z

+ β ′
ensoN3.4′

t−τi=enso,z,z
+ β ′

qbo1u30∗
t,z

+ β ′

qbo2u10∗
t,z + β ′

volcSAD′
t−τi=volc,z,z

+ e′
t,z (A6)

For the regression of ozone, the regression coefficientsβ ′ are
given in relative percentage units. First, we regress absolute
values of tropical mean mixing ratio, and then the percent-
ages are taken on the long-term climatology.

The regression model described by Eq. (A6) is used in the
analysis of the reference all forcings set. In the idealized sets,
the forcings that are kept fixed are excluded from Eq. (A6).
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